Materials with high moisture exchange capacity may have a strong impact on indoor climate conditions as well as building energy performance. Crop-based materials, characterized by their high porosity and hygroscopicity, belong to this category. Modeling their hygrothermal behavior accurately is thus particularly relevant for appropriate building design. A COMSOL Multiphysics transient heat air and moisture model is developed in this article to simulate moisture exchange between a lime-hemp concrete block and surrounding air during a Moisture Buffer Value evaluation test. Results are then compared with the validated heat air and moisture software using performance criteria showing a slight preference for both moisture exchanges and latent heat effect characterization. It offers yet additional advantages in terms of flexibility and transparency as well as further evolution potential.
Introduction
Many authors (Abadie and Mendonc xa, 2009; Li et al., 2012; Osanyintola and Simonson, 2006; Padfield, 1999; Peuhkuri et al., 2005; Rode and Grau, 2008) have studied the capacity of porous hygroscopic materials to dampen the indoor humidity variations through moisture exchange, which is usually referred as the ''moisture buffer effect.'' The moisture exchange capacity is directly related to their porous structure as the latter will determine the sorption and capillary behavior as well as the transport coefficients. Crop-based insulation materials, which have recently appeared as a serious candidate in the search of sustainable and energy-efficient materials, have typically a strong buffer performance as both their moisture storage and transfer capability are high. The impact of such materials on moisture balance equation at room or building level is thus typically nonnegligible, like often stated for traditional materials. Moreover, ignoring their specific hygric behavior might lead to an incorrect prediction of direct and indirect energy demands for heating/ cooling because of latent heat effects, comfort condition modifications, and heat transport parameter dependence on moisture content (Osanyintola and Simonson, 2006; Tariku et al., 2010a) . Is it thus important to model accurately the coupled transient heat and moisture balance equations in these porous media.
Traditionally, models that deal with detailed heat air and moisture (HAM) analysis of envelope response have been focusing mainly on one envelope component at a time. The origin of such models was Glaser's (1959) method, a one-dimensional (1D) calculation method for the design of moisture-safe walls based on steady-state diffusion. Later, in the 1990s, the first physical models accounting for complex diphasic water transport in transient conditions were developed (Ha¨upl et al., 1997; Ku¨nzel, 1995; Pedersen, 1991) . They took profit of the knowledge acquired in the mathematical hygrothermal description of porous media since Philip and De Vries' (1957) work as well as the progress in numerical resolution techniques and power. These models are always based on partial differential equations (PDEs) solved with finite element or finite volume methods on multilayered components of the envelope. To date, many HAM components computer software were developed and some commercialized (Hagentoft et al., 2004; Janssens et al., 2008) . The description of the moisture flows is often classificatory. It can have several levels of complexity ranging from diffusivity models, where moisture content is used driving potential, to conductivity model with the actual thermodynamic driving potentials (Scheffler and Plagge, 2010) . The most complex models incorporate pore space mathematical description, which is used to obtain the hygrothermal transport and storage functions.
Recently, several authors (Kalagasidis, 2004; Kalagasidis et al., 2007; Tariku et al., 2010a; Van Schijndel, 2009 ) have pointed out the possibility of using a single computational environment to combine different building simulation tools. In this way, a whole building HAM model is more easily achievable, comprising indoor air and of envelope description tools as well as HVAC system contributions. In the MATLAB/Simulink popular environment, COMSOL Multiphysics (formerly FEMLAB) seems to be particularly interesting to manage the multidimensional PDE-based HAM transfer problems (Tariku et al., 2010b; Van Schijndel, 2009 ). It offers clear modularity, transparency, and ease of use. This answers the need for research-oriented modeling where lots of available HAM tools are still locked with little access to equations or material functions. In the study by Tariku et al. (2010b) , a COMSOL heat, air, and moisture transfer model already passed successfully the published HAMSTAD benchmark exercises, proving its ability to solve complex transient problems.
The objective of this article is to test the ability of a COMSOL Multiphysics model to simulate the coupled heat and moisture transfer taking place inside a cropbased material. A simple case study is used, an experiment with dynamic boundary conditions dedicated to hygroscopic material characterization: the Moisture Buffer Value (MBV) determination. This experimental protocol highlights the moisture exchange capacity of materials in the hygroscopic moisture content region. A material sample is continuously weighted and subjected to a normalized humidity cycle in isothermal conditions. Unlike previous studies on MBV experiment modeling, not only the measured mass variation of the sample will be compared to the model output but also its exchange surface temperature, which varies through latent heat effects. In this way, we can validate the complex thermal aspects linked to moisture transfers that are incorporated into the model. All simulated results will be compared to the outputs of WUFI Pro, a validated HAM analysis software, through objective efficiency criteria giving a clear outlook on model performance.
Mathematical model

Macroscopic conservation equations
It is assumed that the porous medium O & R 3 is a multiphase system consisting of the solid matrix, a liquid water phase, and a gaseous phase, comprising dry air and water vapor. Two conservation PDEs are developed, one for moisture mass and one for heat, on an averaged representative elementary volume (REV; Bear, 1988) . The following additional hypotheses are taken for the mathematical description: (1) The material is nondeformable and isotropic; for a nonisotropic material, standard transfer coefficients have to be replaced by tensors; (2) the fluid phases do not chemically react with the solid matrix; (3) the moisture content of the material as vapor u v is considered negligible compared to the correspondent term in liquid phase; (4) the dry air pressure is constant (no air advection) and the total gas pressure gradient is considered negligible; (5) no liquid-to-ice phase change is considered; (6) there is a local thermodynamic equilibrium between the different phases; (7) there is no thermal effects due to friction or compression; (8) thermal diffusion (Soret effect) is neglected; and (9) no hysteresis phenomena are accounted for.
Equation (1) shows the macroscopic governing equation for moisture transfer through a porous medium under these assumtions
With the different moisture fluxes,j M l ad being the advection of liquid water and j M v diff being the diffusion of vapor. Each of these moisture flux densities can be expressed as a function of a driving potential using constitutive mass transport relations. Remember that in an unsaturated porous building material, where gravity plays a negligible role in normal operating conditions, the liquid water is subjected to the suction of the medium through capillary forces. The capillary pressure in a pore p c represents the difference between gas and liquid pressure around the meniscus
Liquid transfers due to capillarity go from low capillary pressure (or high moisture content) to high capillary pressure (low moisture content). Replacing advection of liquid water and diffusion of vapor with Darcy's and Fick's law, respectively, the final expression of moisture balance is presented as follows
Applying the law of conservation of internal energy, the enthalpy change in an averaged volume element is determined by the divergence of heat flux density by conduction, enthalpy transport due to transfer of fluid phases, and the presence of heat sink or source. The balance equation does not take into account transfers by radiation and assumes that the local thermal equilibrium hypothesis is valid
The enthalpies in the right-hand side of equation (4) are related to the temperature through
where L is the latent heat of phase change (J/kg) for pure water at T sat = 100°C and 1 atm. The total specific enthalpy in the REV in the left-hand side of equation
Rewriting the heat conservation equation and considering all the constitutive assumptions yield the final mathematical formulation implemented in the model
Additional relations
Equations (3) and (8) form the equations system to be solved. Two relationships have to be formulated between the different moisture field variables (i.e. the moisture content u l , the vapor pressure p v , and the capillary pressure p c ) in order to limit the number of unknowns. As the local thermodynamic equilibrium hypothesis is assumed around the meniscus in a pore, Kelvin's equation relates the capillary pressure to the relative humidity (RH). RH is of course linked to the vapor pressure through the vapor saturation pressure, which is a function of temperature that can be approximated by different empirical relations. The sorption isotherm of the material, also called moisture retention curve (MRC), provides the second necessary relation, between the moisture content and RH or capillary pressure. For the description of this material function, the most ordinary technique is to gather experimental data and to use fitting curves with adjustable parameters for continuous whole range description. These parametric curves can be purely empirical or physically based. The latter technique supposes to use a pore system description. Here, the pore structure of the material is described by the model of Ha¨upl and Fechner (2003) . The pore size distribution analytical function is formulated as a sum of N pore size compartments (the modes of the distribution), each centered on a main value of the pores radius R i (m). The moisture storage process up to the filled radius r is obtained by the integration of the pore size distribution function following the bundle of capillary representation. Ultimately, the moisture storage curve u l (u) is given by
where u i (m 3 =m 3 ) is the partial volume of the ith pore size compartment and n i its shape factor describing its width. With Kelvin's equation and the MRC, it is possible to write the conservation equation system on a unique moisture field variable. This only requires simple mathematical reformulations. In addition to the moisture variable connections, the other material properties have to be properly defined. The thermal conductivity, thermal capacity, liquid conductivity, and vapor permeability are in reality function of the two dependent variables giving typically nonlinear PDEs. In some particular cases, they could be considered as constant parameters but when large ranges of moisture content or temperature are met in the material, these simplifications could lead to incorrect predictions. In consequence, depending on the case study, these functions have to be characterized properly. When needed, the liquid water conductivity dependency on water content can be derived from the porosity model.
Case study
Modeling the hygrothermal behavior of a biobased material is considered here a case study to evaluate the performance and flexibility of the model solved with COMSOL Multiphysics in comparison to WUFI Pro. The model outputs will be compared with measurement data from a typical dynamic experiment dedicated to hygroscopic material characterization: the MBV determination. This experimental protocol highlights the moisture exchange capacity of materials by weighting of a sample subjected to a normalized humidity cycle in isothermal conditions. But unlike previous studies on MBV modeling, not only the measured mass variation of the sample will be compared to the model output, but also its exchange surface temperature that varies through latent heat effects. In this way, we can validate the complex thermal aspects linked to moisture transfers that are incorporated into the model. The experimental validation will be conducted on a typical biobased material: the lime-hemp concrete (LHC).
MBV determination protocol
The need for a standardized parameter to characterize the moisture exchange capacity of materials led to the definition of MBV during the NORDTEST project (Peuhkuri et al., 2005) together with the proposal of a dynamic experimental protocol for materials classification. The practical MBV is defined as ''the amount of water that is transported in or out of a material per open surface area, during a certain period of time, when it is subjected to variations in RH of the surrounding air'' (Peuhkuri et al., 2005) . Concretely, the samples are subjected to cyclic step changes in RH at a constant temperature of 23°C and are weighted regularly. The cycle is composed of moisture uptake during 8 h at 75% RH followed by moisture release during 16 h at 33% RH ( Figure 1 ) and is repeated until constant mass variation between two consecutive cycles is reached. This experimental value is a direct measurement of the amount of moisture transported to and from the material for the given exposure cycle.
Another approach might be used to predict the MBV of a material. Indeed, a theoretical value, called the ideal MBV, can be computed analytically using semiinfinite solid theory and Fourier series without transfer resistance at exchange surface (Peuhkuri et al., 2005) . There is always a disagreement between measured and analytically calculated MBV due to the dynamic nature of the experimental protocol and film resistance on specimen exchange surface.
LHC material
LHC are types of innovative concretes made out of the mix of hemp shivs (the woody core of industrial hemp stalk) and lime-based binders. With appropriate mixing proportions, they can be used in various applications like walls, roof insulation, or even plasters (Evrard and De Herde, 2010) . Many authors worked on LHC characterization and provided a set of physical and hygrothermal parameters for different mixes (Collet et al., 2008; Evrard and De Herde, 2010; Samri, 2008) . The pore size distributions of the mixes or individual components were assessed by some of them with mercury porosimetry technique. There seems to be three general classes of pores: the microscopic porosity in the lime matrix (with peaks at~0.05 and ;0.5 mm), the mesoscopic porosity in the hemp shivs (;10 mm), and macroscopic porosity between hemp shivs in the binder (.1 mm). Figure 1(a) shows a slice view of one hemp shiv obtained by X-ray microtomography. The high total porosity of the vegetal particle can be clearly seen with the typical tubular structure of the mesoscopic pores. Figure 1(b) shows a slice of a LHC sample, with mix proportions for wall casting, also obtained by tomography. The arrangement of the particles (appearing in gray due to low density) inside the binder (appearing in black due to high density) is visible with resulting macroporosity. Table 1 compares the LHC material to some current construction materials with regard to different physical properties. Three main parameters are chosen as hygrothermal performance indicators: the thermal conductivity, the thermal effusivity, and the ideal MBV. Thermal conductivity expresses the tendency of the material to allow heat to pass in steady-state conditions, and lower values are thus favorable; thermal effusivity is an indicator of the heat exchange capacity of the material with its environment, and high values are desirable to use thermal inertia effects; ideal MBV is an indicator of moisture buffering capacity of the material, and high values are desirable to use natural damping of indoor humidity. This ideal MBV is here computed to express the exchange capacity of the material on a 33%/75% RH cycle and, as mentioned earlier, it is derived from steady-state parameters.
Test platform
A HPP749 (Memmert) climatic chamber was used to carry out the MBV humidity cycles in an isothermal closed environment. This device was upgraded with an additional dehumidification stage consisting of an AD 21-138 (Aircraft) refrigerating dryer in order to improve its performance. As the average air velocity in the chamber is necessary to determine the vapor diffusion resistance factor at the surface of the material, it was measured in the horizontal direction with a hot-wire anemometer 8465-300 (Thermal Anemometry System (TSI)). It showed an average value of 0.135 6 0.03 m/s. The tested material is a LHC wall-mix (Evrard and De Herde, 2010) from the same origin as samples used by Evrard (2008) for his thesis. The binder is the widespread Tradical PF70 mixed with Chanvribat hemp particles. The component mix proportions of the block are given in Table 2 .
The LHC sample block has a unique moisture exchange surface of 150 3 150 mm and a thickness of 75 mm, which is stated sufficient given the theoretical moisture penetration depth during the MBV experiment. Lateral and back faces are isolated from water exchange with polyethylene film and tape (Figure 2 ). One SHT75 (Sensirion) sensor is implemented 15 cm above the sample in order to monitor the evolution of humidity and temperature in the chamber. Finally, a DS18B20 (Dallas) temperature sensor is placed on the surface of the material with a small thermal insulation cap on top of it. This sensor is dedicated to latent heat effects highlighting. The insulation cap is stated necessary to monitor the actual surface temperature, avoiding the influence of the surrounding air. Once instrumented, the sample is placed inside the chamber on a M-Power (Sartorius) laboratory scale with a range of 0-3100 g and resolution of 0.01 g. This scale is monitored every 5 min through its RS232 output via a LabVIEW acquisition program. The whole experimental setup is shown in Figure 3 .
Modeling procedure
Equation reformulation
The incorporation of the mathematical model into COMSOL Multiphysics offers the advantage of flexibility in the mathematical formulation. The user can indeed choose the equation set complexity as well as the MRC and material function expressions. During the MBV solicitation cycle, which lies in the range of 33%/ 75% RH, the LHC block will be subjected mainly to hygroscopic storage and vapor water transport. In consequence, the conservation equations should be simplified in order to minimize computational time. Even if the MBV determination experiment is conducted in isothermal conditions, the heat balance equation is still necessary to account for latent heat effects in the material. Again, the model used in this article offers the advantage of being fully adaptable. The chosen dependent variables for the simulation are temperature and RH. No liquid water transport is accounted for, but enthalpy transport is accounted for but no source term is needed. The PDEs will be solved in one dimension giving the following final expressions for moisture and heat conservation equations
Water is consider as pure water with liquid density r l = 1000 kg=m 3 , liquidspecific heat capacity c l = 4187 J/kg K, vapor-specific heat capacity c v = 2000 J/kg K, and latent heat of vaporization L = 2257 kJ=kg. The following material parameters are considered constant with values for the material in dry state, taken from previous measurements (Evrard, 2008) : r 0 = 440 kg=m 3 , l 0 = 0:115 W=m, c 0 = 1560 J=kg K, and d v0 = 4:12E À 11 kg=m 2 s Pa.
MRC calibration
The moisture capacity j is obtained by calibrating Ha¨upl and Fechner's porosity model with LHC experimental data. The multimodal moisture storage function is thus fitted on pressure plate and sorption isotherm experimental points from the study by Evrard and De Herde (2010) . Literature data from mercury intrusion porosimetry on LHC helped to select main pore radii R2 and R3 in accordance with real pore size distribution. The main pore radius R1 has no physical meaning and is used as an artificial mean to account for surface adsorption, which can be considered similar to capillary condensation in very small pores. The selected parameters are given in Table 3 , and the obtained porosity distribution is shown in Figure 4 . This calibration of the pore space description function in the model opens large perspectives for further study on LHC that go beyond the hygroscopic range description ( Figure 5 ).
Boundary and initial conditions
Referring to Figure 6 , we can write the following boundary and initial conditions for moisture transport 
wherej M v is the moisture flux density (kg/m 2 s); u ' , p sat, ' the ambient RH and saturation pressure, respectively; and u s , p sat, s the RH and saturation pressure at the exchange surface, respectively. The vapor diffusion resistance factor Z s (Pa=kg m 2 s) characterizes the moisture transfer resistance that exists on the material surface and slows down the moisture exchange. Its value is generally fixed to 5 Á E7 Pa=kg m 2 s, which is usually the accepted value for environments with an ambient air velocity around 0.1 m/s (Peuhkuri et al., 2005) . It is similar to a value of Z s, v = 360 s=m when the surface flux density is written in terms of absolute humiditỹ
To calculate the accumulated moisture, equation (16) is used
The resulting relative weight of the sample is given by
where m(t) is the weight of the sample at time t (kg), m 0 is the initial weight of the sample (kg), and A is the exchange surface area of the sample (m 2 ). For heat transport, the boundary and initial conditions are given bỹ
withj Q the heat flux density (W/m 2 ), T ' the chamber temperature (°C), T s the temperature at exchange surface (°C), and T L the temperature at the bottom of the sample (°C). The convective heat transfer coefficient a (W/m 2 K) is fixed to 1:44E8=Z surf according to the study by Peuhkuri et al. (2005) .
The input data T ' and u ' for ambient air variations used as boundary solicitation in the model are the measured RH and temperature from the experimental cycles, which might be quite different from the ideal step cycle. The initial conditions inside the block are fixed to u 0 = 55% RH and T 0 = 23:1 8 C to match real equilibrium conditions before the start of the test.
Numerical resolution
The two PDEs need to be solved simultaneously to obtain the desired temperature and humidity fields across the domain as well as the resulting heat and mass fluxes. COMSOL Multiphysics is based on finite element resolution technique and provides an equation-based modeling module that allows users to encode their own PDE equations. The latter is referred as ''PDE interfaces module'' (Tariku et al., 2010b) . The two conservation equations are thus encoded in the following general form
where a is referred as the damping coefficient, X is the dependent variable, and G is the conservative flux. In order to treat the MBV transient problem, the built-in time-dependent explicit solver was used to get the variable fields. The time discretization consists of a free variable time stepping with a maximum time step fixed to 5 min, which corresponds to the boundary condition variation step. Spatially, the domain is meshed with respect to the expected dependent variable gradients. The finite element distribution density is increased near the exchange surface using a geometric progression. The outputs of the COMSOL model are compared to the results from WUFI Pro validated HAM software. The simulation in WUFI is performed with the same material parameters and a piecewise MRC. However, boundary conditions are defined on an hourly basis, and only the convective heat transfer coefficient can be encoded in the software.
Efficiency criteria and error indices
Three criteria are used to formulate an objective assessment of the model performance relatively to the MBV test simulations: the Nash-Sutcliffe efficiency (NSE) coefficient, the percent bias (PBIAS), and the root mean square error (RMSE). Such indicators also provide a mean of comparison between the COMSOL model and the WUFI Pro software. The NSE is defined as 1 minus the sum of squared differences between simulated and observed values normalized by the variance of observed data
where X model, i is the model predicted value for time step i, X obs, i is the experimental observation for the same time step, and X obs is the mean of all experimental values. A NSE coefficient of 1 means a perfect fit of the model to experimental data. If the indicator falls below 0 that would imply that the residual variance is larger than data variance, and thereby, the mean value of observed data would be a better predictor than the model. The NSE also characterizes how well (X obs, i , X model, i ) points fit the 1:1 line (identity line). The second indicator, the PBIAS, is defined as
It indicates the average tendency of modeled data to systematically underestimate or overestimate the observed data. Finally, the RMSE is the most commonly used error index and is scale dependent. A RMSE value of 0 indicates a perfect fit to the observed data.
Simulations can be judge satisfactory if the indicators stay in a predefined range. These acceptance values can be fixed to NSE . 0.8 and PBIAS j j \15% in light of watershed modeling techniques, where accuracy issues were widely discussed (Moriasi et al., 2007) . As RMSE is not normalized, it is more difficult to give a clear acceptance range. Figure 7 shows the MBV humidity cycles and the weight variation of the sample measured experimentally. Numbers are assigned to four of the 24-h cycles to facilitate the subsequent analyzes. For each cycle, the climatic chamber is capable of reaching a 33%-70% RH transition in 20 min and 75%-50% RH in 30 min. However, the ends of the two transitions are really slow and need further improvement to get closer to a step solicitation. The actual humidity values are also higher than expected, with an average of 40% during the low humidity phase (6.20 p.m. to 10.20 a.m.) and 75.3% during the high humidity phase (10.20 a.m. to 6.20 p.m.). This is partly due to poor calibration of the humidity sensors regulating the chamber. It is then necessary to take into account these conditions during the computer simulations and MBV determination.
Results
Experimental results
The absorption/desorption dynamics can be seen through the weight variation of the sample. The test starts with a desorption phase from initial equilibrium humidity, which is close to 55% RH with an average of 55.1% on the hour preceding the start of the test. As expected, the practical buffer value for LHC is lower than the ideal value (Table 1) , with an average of 2:34 g=(m 2 % RH) on the last four cycles. This can be explained by surface resistance effect (boundary layer). Figure 8 shows measurements details for the cycle number 1, chosen as reference cycle to illustrate LHC behavior. The latent heat effects resulting of the moisture movements can be clearly seen through the surface temperature monitoring. The surface temperature remains above air temperature during absorption phase, with a mean value of + 0:30 8 C and a maximum of + 0:67 8 C, and below air temperature during desorption, with a mean of À0:07 8 C and a maximum of À0:21 8 C. The amplitude between the minimum and maximum surface temperature is 0:81 8 C. Figure 9 presents the sample weight variation predicted by COMSOL Multiphysics and WUFI Pro models compared to measured data. Relative weight is defined in equation (17). In addition, Table 4 shows results expressed in terms of practical MBV for the four complete cycles with a value for absorption phase, another for desorption phase, and the mean of these two phases. Both models provide similar results with a small overevaluation of moisture exchange, larger in the case of WUFI Pro simulation.
Weight variation modeling
The performance indicators are computed for the two models and given in Table 5 . They give similar values for both modeling environments with a slightly better performance of COMSOL HAM model. NSE is above 0.8 in both cases, implying a satisfactory modeling. However, the PBIAS indicates clearly the overestimation tendency of the models, which stays below the 15% limit. Comparison between the PBIAS and RMSE points out a better performance of COMSOL simulation. To complete the analysis, correlation plots are represented in Figure 10 , showing scattering of (X obs, i , X model, i ) points around the identity line. The dashed line represents the best linear regression between modeled and experimental points. A perfect model would of course give a regression line equal to identity line.
Surface temperature modeling
Surface temperature results are presented in Figure 11 . The general shape of the temperature variation seems to be predicted accurately by both models in spite of a clear discrepancy for the amplitude. Temperature is observed to be systematically higher during absorption phases and lower during desorption phases for both models. In other words, there is an overestimation of surface latent heat effects. Given the performance indicators, which are presented in Table 6 , it is possible to evaluate quantitatively the accuracy of surface temperature description. The NSE is lower than 0 for both models indicating very poor prediction. The PBIAS is really low due to the mathematical nature of this indicator, which only evaluate systematic overprediction or underprediction (Figure 12) .
The difference between the experimental and simulated data sets could be explained either by experimental bias or by improper surface transfer coefficients definition. Anyway, it was proved that the COMSOL HAM model performs as well as the validated code. The surface temperature variation is really interesting to observe, and its shape is correctly accounted for translating a good characterization of involved phenomena. One of the remaining challenges is to evaluate correctly the impact of such effects on the thermal efficiency of materials that could bring some additional credit to the crop-based products. 
Conclusions and perspectives
Accurate HAM models are necessary to account for moisture exchange capacity of hygroscopic materials, which can greatly influence the characterization of building performance. Lately, COMSOL Multiphysics was partially benchmarked and presented as a valuable alternative to standard HAM tools. It offers advantages in the research field, particularly with regard to its modularity and interoperability. In this article, a MBV determination experiment was led to gather experimental data that could be compared to the output of an hygrothermal model developed in COMSOL computational environment. For this purpose, a complete MBV test platform was developed and improved with a surface temperature monitoring system. The material studied, the LHC, belongs to crop-based materials, which are being widely promoted and have a strong moisture buffer capacity linked to their high porosity and hygroscopicity. First, the PDEs for heat and moisture transport were presented with associated relations and material functions. The model was then reformulated for the particular case study and calibrated for LHC characterization. In order to obtain an objective assessment of model performance, an efficiency indicator and two error indices were used as prescribed in watershed modeling field. Output data sets were compared to WUFI Pro validated HAM tool showing good agreement between the two software. In conclusion, the COMSOL HAM tool is able to solve high MBV material behavior in an adaptable way. On the one hand, moisture exchanges were predicted accurately by both models, that is, the computed indicators remain within the limit sets with a slight advantage for COMSOL. On the other hand, resulting temperature variations on the surface of the specimen indicate an overestimation of latent heat effect amplitude for both computations. This marks the necessity of further research on cropbased products as well as additional parameter optimization. In this perspective, large opportunities are introduced using such an HAM tool. It offers the possibility of solving problems in 1D, two-dimensional (2D), or three-dimensional (3D) with research-oriented modularity. The incorporated description of porous space based on the study by Ha¨upl and Fechner (2003) gives the storage and transport function on the whole moisture content, which is promising in solving more complex building physics problems involving crop-based products. Finally, the interoperability of COMSOL allows for inverse modeling to optimize material parameters, taking advantage of software package like DREAM (Ter Braak, 2006) in MATLAB.
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